
California AB241, 2009

Proposed law to limit ‘number’  of intact breeding stock

It is commonly believed by many people: if shelter animals are ‘killed’, there must be “overpopulation?”  The term
“overpopulation”  no longer means what it was 25 years ago.  As has been admitted by the Humane Society of the
United States, many surrendered animals are the victims of life situations (divorce, no pet housing, job loss, etc.)

AB241 places an arbitrary and irrationally chosen ‘limit’ number for ‘intact’ dogs in a kennel that raises dogs for sale.
In nearly every kennel, dogs are either purebreds, or high demand small breeds.

Choosing such a limit “number”  must mean the legislature has been led to believe there is a rationale behind this
number.  Is it because it sounds like a good number? Or does it seem on its face, too high?  How about too low?  How
many dogs are wanted every month in the State?  What type of dogs are wanted?  What size?  What price?  How many
dogs are sold every month?  Why are there people who cannot find the dog they want in shelters, or animal ‘rescues?’

If you know the answers to those questions and more, then you will quickly see that setting an arbitrary limit on intact
breeding dogs is simply an attempt to restrain one’s right to engage in rightful and gainful employment. Owning more
than 50 intact dogs for breeding purposes is simply a business decision.  Small toy breeds of 5-8 pounds do not require
acres of land, and even animal rescues for small breeds can handle 50 dogs.  So it is NOT the ability to manage the
dogs per se, that is creating the “limit” number.

Conversely, decades ago the term “overpopulation” was used by animal activists to describe the actual large numbers
of animals killed in shelters; shelter animals were not altered, there were few and no animal rescues, there was far
less use of the Internet and technology, and animal network transport and transfer was almost non-existent. All of
those things have substantially changed in the past decade.   

Just by looking at the facts, it is very simple to see why there will always be some animals that will not find homes. 
It is called supply and demand.  Obviously if the supply is not what is demanded, the supply is unsold inventory.



Therefore the unsold  inventory must be targeted as the issue, yet that is often not what is done.  For shelters, that
means targeting the source of the killed dogs, or unsold inventory.  It makes little sense to target the inventory that is
in high demand by consumers and adopters, since those dogs would be bought and adopted.

Arbitrarily selecting a number (let’s say 50) is simply nothing more than an attempt to prohibit one from being able to
engage in SELLING more dogs, period.  And what rationale is there, behind prohibiting one from legally SELLING more
dogs?  The obvious answer?   The proponents claim it’s shelter killing, it’s alleged to be “too many” non adopted
animals, etc.  Or maybe it might be alleged that large kennels might be mismanaged by negligent operators?  Or that a
larger kennel necessarily means it’s not properly run? Or that there are “too many” kennels? 

Let’s face facts. 84% of people searching for a dog want a puppy, a dog less than one year old.  The preference is for a
smaller breed, usually female. About 80%+ of shelter animal dogs are mixed breed of unknown origin, and most of the
non adopted dogs are medium-large sized juveniles–not small pups. [In shelters, it is not common to find puppies,
especially small breed puppies.]  

The majority of these mixed breed dogs are not the product of purposeful breeders, but are usually the result of
unintended ties (accidental pregnancy) since there is little and no demand for sales of  medium-large sized mixed
breed dogs. This clearly correlates with the fact that most shelter dogs were obtained at no cost or little expense.

The American Pet Products Manufacturers Association, Inc.  2007-2008 consumer survey indicates that only 10% of
dogs owned are from shelters, and 18% of cats.
SO—if the public only obtains 10% of owned dogs from shelters, then the other 90% must come from elsewhere.  That
90% of elsewhere is the open market, free enterprise system of the United States.

Acquisition   v   Abandonment

Choosing a “number” limit for intact breeding stock has no basis in fact.  An irrational attempt to select a “number”
which limits the production of what can be legally sold flies in the face of both logic and business. We are not talking
about reasonable standards of care or abuse provisions.  It is apparent that the “number” limit is purposely INTENDED
to discourage, limit, or eventually eliminate the ability to engage in a productive enterprise by limiting the sales of
goods at the supply side, while ignoring the demand side.



The obvious and apparent demand for dogs which are not to be found in shelters is well known. Petfinder, the largest
database online for adoptable animals, indicates that 5.5 million potential homes per MONTH are searching for a pet.
If the consumer cannot find what they want in a shelter or rescue, they will buy a dog. And most of them do.

In fact, even the Humane Society of the United States did a survey which indicated that 53% of people were not
interested in adopting an adult dog.  So it is not at all surprising to find that adult or even juvenile mixed breed dogs
often cannot find new owners.  A clear example: If a shelter had 90% of purebred small breed dogs, do we think they
would be killing 50% of them?  Hardly. 
So to say that stifling or limiting the sales of dogs that are high in demand, will cause less dogs to be killed is pure
fallacy. It is a known fact that the largest breed rescue in the United States, small Paws, BUYS dogs (approximately
300 per month)  from large scale kennels and auctions,  and then resells them as rescued animals. It is not considered
illegal, and the “rescue” is listed as a ‘non-profit’ but manages to take in over $500,000+ per year on the sale of dogs
alone.

In order to make ANY type of correlation between  dogs in shelters being killed, and the fact that dogs are purposely
bred, requires knowledge of what dogs are killed in shelters.  

And the answer to that is mostly  medium-large, mixed breed juveniles and adult dogs of unknown origin, which are
not the result of purposeful breeding ---since there is no demand for such dogs on the open market.
This indicates that large mixed breed non adopted dogs are not the product of kennel breeding, simply because there
is not----- and likely will never be---- a customer market for such dogs, as evidenced by the fact that they are usually
not even adopted. 

In reality, the most often killed dogs in shelters were those acquired at little to no cost ($0,00-$100), often from
friends or neighbors,  mixed  breed dogs of medium-large size, some with behavioral issues,(but not all of course),
with a less educated, younger owner  who may have known little about behavioral training for dogs, or who did not
develop a strong human-animal bond.  Additionally, life events such as divorce, moving, or housing problems cause
animals that would normally be kept----- to be surrendered.    

So if proponents claim a “limit” has anything to do with shelter populations, what evidence is there that shows the
dogs killed in shelters were the product of a breeder kennel? A commercial kennel?  Any kennel at all?  In fact there is
no such evidence.   If proponents claim such a “limit” number is needed because of commercial kennel issues, there is



no evidence that even suggests there are an abundance of such kennels—rather, the evidence indicates there are only
several kennels, perhaps five?  In the entire state?  

Furthermore----it is a fact that dogs from pet stores comprise almost none of the dogs killed in shelters!  And
since proponents keep claiming that all dogs in pet stores are from large commercial kennels, it is clearly EVIDENT
that those dogs are NOT being killed in shelters!! 

If proponents claim that such a “limit” number is based upon data from California, exactly what data is it, and how
can we verify it as applicable?   It is undisputed that shelter killing is likely at its lowest point in the past 35 years,
perhaps by 50%.  Rescue groups are operating at an all time high.
Yet shelters in Los Angeles, for example, are failing due to:

• Lack of targeted low cost altering for the known major area[s]–the primary source of  most killed dogs 
• Purposeful enactment of MSN (mandated altering)—historically proven NOT to work! 
• Failure of animal rights’ enacted laws–including MSN, SWAT team type threatened enforcement, punitive

measures------- to work properly or efficiently, coupled with over the top expenses of 500% increase
• Excessive costs, personnel turnover, and civil unrest in the streets promoted by animal rights groups
• Failure to employ community ties, foster homes, amicable unity with rescue groups
• A history of mis-management in the shelters
• Smoke bombs (literally) by animal rights, threats by animal rights, lawsuits, consistent unrest in the shelters
• Little/no attempt  to curb birth of new dogs in the main, known low income area of surrendered med-large

mixed breed dogs, despite such dogs comprising 50%+ of all dogs, and all killed dogs
• Shelter workers accused of abuse, shelter personnel accused of numerous allegations, more lawsuits against

shelters for animal neglect, more animals killed??!!

Proponents are attempting to manufacture a so-called issue for the state with a highly questionable premise--- and
then claim to have a preconceived “answer.” Proponents in this area have attempted to tell Congress that ‘animal
rescues’ and rescue related efforts are NOT interstate commerce under the law—but of course—they  ARE. Profit-
making is not a requirement for inclusion.   Contracts for the sale of “rescued” animals do not require the exchange of



money to fall under commerce.
In this case, the proposed regulation is pushed to the legislature claiming that it has an alleged relation to the health
and welfare or safety of the community, yet the facts themselves show there are actually almost no kennels that
would be affected in California?  Further, on its face the proposed law is clearly attempting to suppress legal sales of
animals, targeting  kennels that might have or want close to 50 or 75 or 100 intact animals for stock purposes?

The actual question would be, must the state enact a total ban on intact breeding stock which exceeds number “X”
[which can be modified downward, a known strategy of proponents]------ in order to accomplish its alleged purpose of
kennels that proponents claim----- ‘are abusive?’  Or in reality, are we being asked to just rubber stamp an arbitrary
“number limit” simply because proponents don’t want dog sales, don’t want pets sold in stores, and basically do not
want animals sold because they are ‘not property’ according to animal rights “belief” lifestyle? 

The legislature should refrain from passing laws which questionably impinge on business owners while interfering with
legal sales. Vehicle sales are not capped due to pollution; liquor sales are not capped due to drunk drivers; sales of
‘violent’ videos are not capped due to alleged detrimental effect on children; sales of cats are not capped despite the
high numbers of feral cats killed in shelters; sales of guns, or any other tools  are not capped because the owner might
kill someone with it; sales of pets in pet stores are not capped despite proponents claiming such pets come from
commercial kennels; sales of birds are not capped, despite proponents claiming all non native species of birds should
be eliminated; the list is endless.  

 Applicable laws on negligent animal owners are already available. In reality, the Humane Society of the United States
has actually formulated their own ‘snag a breeder’ form, which is pandered to gain access to anyone who bought an
animal and was not satisfied with it; in turn the HSUS then appointed itself to act as the Department of Consumer
Affairs for all of the United States. The reality is that HSUS does this simply to obtain Plaintiffs for their lawsuits.

This proposed “law” smacks of an arbitrary, possible unlawful restraint on the scope of one’s business re legal sales,
with no compelling state interest. There is absolutely no proof that links such limits to any corresponding causation of
animal shelter ‘killing’, nor is there any evidence which indicates that such arbitrary “limits” as such, are proven to
eliminate ‘alleged’ abuse. Further, the proposed law is an obvious plan to hunt down and seize kennel animals by
forfeiture/seizure, thus  providing another duplicate law [to seize animals] by claiming ‘abuse’ according to an
arbitrary ‘X’ number.  
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